R a l p h H e r t w i g a n d G e r d G i g e r e n z e r Max Planck Institute for Psychological Research How do people estimate whether a particular letter is more frequent in the 1st versus in a later position? The authors tested 2 precise versions of the availability hypothesis, a hypothesis that assumes that frequency processing occurs on the level of the phonological classes of vowels and consonants, and the regressed-frequencies hypothesis, which assumes monitoring of individual letters. Across 3 studies, it was found that (a) judgments of whether a letter is more frequent in the 1st or the 2rid position generally followed the actual proportions and (b) the estimated relative frequencies in the 1st versus the 2rid position closely agreed with the actual rank ordering, except for an overestimation of low and underestimation of high values. These results favor the regressed-frequencies hypothesis and challenge the conclusions about frequency judgments in the heuristics and biases literature.
compared to the findings reported in many studies on humans' competence in encoding frequency of occurrences. A large amount of literature suggests that memory is often (but not always) excellent in storing frequency information from various environments. In particular, several authors have documented that participants' judgments of the frequency of letters and words generally show a remarkable sensitivity to the actual frequencies (e.g., Hock, Malcus, & Hasher, 1986; Johnson, Peterson, Yap, & Rose, 1989; Naveh-Benjamin & Jonides, 1986; Watkins & LeCompte, 1991) . The registering of event occurrences for frequency judgments is assumed to be a fairly automatic process; that is, it requires little to no attentional capacity (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1979 . In this view, frequency is one of the few attributes (besides spatial location, temporal information, and word meaning) that seems to be encoded automatically. Although the claim of automatic encoding may be too strong and has been criticized (see Barsalou, 1992, chapter 4) , there seems to be broad agreement with what Jonides and Jones (1992) described as follows: "Ask about the relative numbers of many kinds of events, and you are likely to get answers that reflect the actual relative frequencies of the events with great fidelity" (p. 368).
If Jonides and Jones (1992) are correct in concluding that humans are able to derive answers that reflect the actual relative frequencies of the events with great fidelity, then one would not expect the estimates of relative letter frequencies to be systematically biased, contrary to Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) findings. In this article, we examine this contradiction.
Four Hypotheses of Letter-Frequency Judgments
In the original study, participants had to estimate the relative frequencies of letters in different positions in English words (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973, pp. 211-212) :
The frequency of appearance of letters in the English language was studied. A typical text was selected, and the relative frequency with which various letters of the alphabet appeared in the first and third positions in words was recorded. Words of less than three letters were excluded from the count.
You will be given several letters of the alphabet, and you will be asked to judge whether these letters appear more often in the first or in the third position, and to estimate the ratio of the frequency with which they appear in these positions. Consider the letter R.
Is R more likely to appear in _ _ the first position? the third position? (check one) My estimate for the ratio of these values is : 1. Tversky and Kalmeman (1973) used five consonants (K, L, N, R, and V), each of which was actually more frequent in the third position. Of 152 participants, 105 judged the first position to be more likely for a majority of the letters and 47 judged the third position to be more likely for a majority of the letters. Each of the five letters was judged by a majority of the participants to be more frequent in the first than in the third position; the median estimated proportion in the first position was 67% (ratio of 2:1) for each of the five letters.
Availability Heuristic: Number and Speed
Several researchers have pointed out that the notion of the availability heuristic has been only vaguely sketched and is consistent with several different mechanisms (Fiedler, 1983; Lopes & Oden, 1991; Schwarz et al., 1991; Wanke, Schwarz, & Bless, 1995) . The heuristic applied to judgments of relative letter frequencies is a case in point. Tversky and Kabneman (1973) assumed that the relative frequency of a letter, such as R, in the first and third positions is estimated by the relative "ease" with which words that start with R and words in which R is in the third position come to mind. Although they did not use an independent measure of ease in their study, two different ways of how one could measure it were indicated. On the one hand, Tversky and Kahneman (1973) proposed that ease can be measured by actual recall: "the availability of instances could be measured by the total number of instances retrieved or constructed in any given problem" (p. 210). Measuring ease by the actual frequency of instances recalled has become widespread. This practice has received various labels such as the exemplar-retrieval hypothesis (Greene, 1989) and the recall-estimate theory (Watkins & LeCompte, 1991) . We term this version of the availability heuristic where we operationalize ease by the number of words recalled availability-by-number. On the other hand, Tversky and Kabneman (1973) suggested that it is not necessary to perform the actual operations of retrieval or construction. It suffices to assess the ease with which these operations could be performed, much as the difficulty of a puzzle or mathematical problem can be assessed without considering specific solutions. (p. 208) We term another version of the availability heuristic where we operationalize ease by speed of retrieval availability-byspeed.
In particular, we assume the following processes: Availability-by-number states that if asked for the proportion with which a certain letter occurs in the first versus in a later position in words, one produces words with this letter in the respective positions and uses the produced proportion as an estimate for the actual proportion. Availability-by-speed states that if asked for the proportion with which a certain letter occurs in the first versus in a later position, one produces single words with this letter in each position and uses the time ratio (of the consumed retrieval times) as an estimate of the actual proportion. Here the speed of the retrieval of a single word is taken as an indicator for the ease with which more retrieval processes could be performed, whereas availability-by-number defines the actual number of retrieved words for a constant time period as an indicator. If it were true that words with a particular letter in the first position can be produced more easily, as Tversky and Kabneman (1973, p. 211) suggested, both hypotheses predict that all letters are generally judged to be more frequent in the first position, whether or not they actually are. Lopes and Oden (1991) pointed out that in Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) study, each of the five consonants used (K, L, N, R, and V) was more frequent in the third position in the English language. Therefore, they argued that this sample was atypical, because most consonants (12 of 20) are in fact more frequent in the first position. If participants knew that most, but not which, consonants are more frequent in the first position, they might reasonably estimate that the majority of consonants were more frequent in the first position--in ignorance of having been presented a nonrepresentative sample. Consistent with this conjecture, the actual proportion of consonants that are more frequent in the first position (12 of 20, i.e., 60%) gives a good first approximation of the 67% median estimate given by Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) participants.
Letter-Class Hypothesis
We used Lopes and Oden's (1991) critique as a starting point to design an alternative hypothesis of how letter frequencies are judged. What we call the letter-class hypothesis assumes that, in the absence of knowledge about a particular letter, relative frequencies are inferred from knowledge about the phonological class they belong to: consonants or vowels. This is a testable hypothesis because the proportion of letters at the first (as compared to the first and third) position in English is quite different for vowels (about 30% in the first position) than for consonants (60%). Thus, the letter-class hypothesis assumes that (a) under ignorance of the proportion for an individual letter, a class containing these instances is used as a basis for inference; (b) the class is the phonological class of vowels or consonants; and (c) the proportion in the respective class is reported as the default value. If presented a vowel, people will report the proportion of vowels by default and if presented a consonant, they will report the proportion of consonants.
Regressed-Frequencies Hypothesis
On the basis of a large body of results, Jonides and Jones (1992) suggested that humans are able to judge the relative numbers of many kinds of events in a way that reflects the actual relative frequencies of the events with great fidelity. There is, however, a well-known phenomenon usually encountered in frequency judgment tasks that does affect the fidelity of the absolute size of frequency judgments but not their rank order: Low frequencies tend to be overestimated and high frequencies underestimated (e.g., Greene, 1984; Hintzman, 1969; Shanks, 1995; Varey, Mellers, & Birnbaum, 1990 ). The most comprehensive source available for estimating the amount of this "regression effect" in the case of letters seems to be the study by Attneave (1953) , in which participants judged the relative frequencies of all letters in the alphabet. He found a correlation of .79 between actual relative frequencies and the medians of the judged frequencies. An analysis of his data shows that the median judgments were regressed toward the mean by about 70%. 1
We used Attneave's (1953) result to design a simple regressed-frequencies hypothesis that assumes that (a) the frequencies with which individual letters occur at different positions in words are monitored (e.g., during reading), and (b) the letter frequencies represented in the mind are regressed toward the mean. Thus, when asked for the relative frequency of a particular letter, people will give judgments of relative letter frequencies that reflect the actual ones, although they will overestimate relative frequencies below the mean and underestimate those above the mean.
Predictions
From the four hypotheses we now derive predictions for individual letters. We use a larger number of consonants and vowels than were used previously, to take into account the critique by Lopes and Oden (1991) . Tversky and Kahneman (1973) let their participants make judgments about letters in the first and third positions of words. If one tests a large number of letters, this could lead to a problem. It turns out that the Mayzner and Tresselt (1965) corpus used by Tversky and Kahneman (1973) can be a biased standard against which to compare participants' estimates. The reason is that this corpus covers only letters in words with at least three letters' length, whereas English also has one-and two-letter words, some of which are quite frequent. Thus, the actual proportion of many letters in first position in English is larger than the proportions reported in the corpus. If participants judge the actual proportion of letters in various positions in all English words, then they would be correct in giving higher estimates for the first position than for the figures in the corpus. This may pose little problem for the five letters used in the original study by Tversky and Kahneman (1973) , because there exist few one-or two-letter words that include these five letters (but consider, for instance, words such as no, or abbreviations such as lb, and km). The authors also carefully pointed out to their participants that they should not consider words with fewer than three letters. However, if one uses a large number of both consonants and vowels, the comparison between the proportions reported in the corpus and those estimated by participants becomes problematic unless participants succeed in discarding everything they know about one-and two-letter words. To avoid this problem, we relied on a corpus that also includes two-letter words and asked our German participants about the proportion of letters in the first versus second position. Because no one-letter words (such as the English a or/) exist in German, the total number of letters that occur in the first and those that occur in the second (but not the third) position is the same. We compared participants' estimates with the actual proportions in German, as reported in the "Mannheimer Korpus" (Institut ftir deutsche Sprache, 1968 Sprache, , 1969 . The thick line in Figure 1 shows the actual proportions (expressed as percentages) with which the letters used in our experiments appear in the first position (as compared to the first and second positions), rank ordered from left to right, from C (10.3% in the first position) through G (98.9% in the first position). Consider the letter C as an example. C occurred 5,870 times in the first position and 51,034 times in the second position in the German corpus. Considering only words with C in the first or second position, C occurred first 10.3% of the time and second 89.7% of the time. What are the predictions of the four hypotheses?
Predictions of the Availability Hypotheses
To specify the predictions of the two versions of the availability heuristic, we conducted two studies to obtain numerical values for availability-by-number and availabilityby-speed.
Availability-by-number. At the University of Paderbom, Germany, 131 participants in an introductory psychology course completed a production task. They were given a booklet, were admonished not to read ahead, and received the following oral instructions (translated from German):
Your task is to recall as many words as you can in a certain time. At the top of the following page you will see a letter. Write down as many words as possible that have this letter as the first (second) letter.
Each participant completed four production tasks, that is, worked on two letters and produced words with these letters in the first and second positions, respectively. The letters used and the order of presentation (productions of words with a letter in the first vs. second position) was randomly varied across participants. The number of participants working on each letter ranged from 17 to 21. The letter was always printed at the top of a page, followed by 20 lines 1 The analysis was as follows: First, the actual frequencies and the median judgments both were transformed to percentages (sum of actual frequencies for all 26 letters = 100%; sum of median judgments for all 26 letters = 100%). This leads to an identical mean, 3.85% (100% divided by 26 [letters]) for both actual frequencies and median judgments. The distances (in percentage points) of the actual frequencies from the mean (AD) were then calculated. And finally, the distances of the judgments from the mean (JD) were expressed relative to the former distances: Amount of regression = 100 -(JD/AD)100. The mean amount of regression over all 26 letters was 69.8% (median regression: 70.6%). The amount of regression was not dependent on the size of the distance from the mean (r = .00002 between actual values and amount of regression). 
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L e t t e r s Figure 1 . Predictions of the two availability hypotheses (availability-by-number and availabilityby-speed), the letter-class hypothesis, and the regressed-frequencies hypothesis. See text for further explanation.
divided into two eolunms. Participants were given 10 s to produce as many words as possible. The results of the production task allow us to specify the predictions of avallability-by-nurnber for individual letters. It also provides a test for the intuitively appealing assumption that it should be easier to recall words with a certain letter in the first versus a later position (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973, p. 211) . To the best of our knowledge, this assumption has never been empirically tested. The production task provides such a test for the first and second positions. Proportions were calculated for each participant by dividing the number of words with a certain letter in the first position recalled by the number of all words recalled (first and second positions). Availability-by-number assumes that the relative frequency estimate is based on the number of words recalled, and its predictions can be stated as follows:
where EstimateL~rm p~ is the relative fiv.quency estimate of how often a certain letter occurs in the first position, and ~w o r d s L~ m po~ 1 and XwordSL=~ m p~ 2 are the numbers of words with that letter in the first and the second position, respectively, that can be recalled during a short period of time. Figure 1 shows that the actual and the "produced" proportions do not match well. The median produced proportions (crosses) were consistently at or above 50%, with an average of 59.5%, a minimum of 50% (C, A, and F), and a maximum of 75% (G). 2 Thus, the produced proportions are an invalid cue for the actual proportions.
Availability-by-speed. Twenty students from the University of Munich, Germany, received the following oral instructions (translated from German):
Your task is to recall as quickly as possible one word that has a particular letter as the first (second) letter. You will hear first the position of the letter and then the letter. From the moment you hear the letter, try to recall a respective word and verbalize this word.
The time between stimulus onset (i.e., verbal presentation of the letter by the experimenter) and reaction (i.e., verbalization of a retrieved word) was recorded by the experimenter. The experimenter and the participants were unaware of the purpose of the study. Each participant worked on 13 letters and produced one word with these letters in first and second position, respectively. The letters used and the order of presentation (production of words with a letter in the first vs. the second position) were randomly varied across participants. When the retrieved word did not satisfy the criterion (e.g., "second position, E") this response was not used in the analysis. The number of participants working on each letter ranged from 17 to 20.
The proportions used for the predictions of availability-byspeed (EstimateL~mr in pos 1) were calculated as follows: The time needed to recall a word with a particular letter in the second position is divided by the time needed to recall both a word with that particular letter in the first and in the second position. This can be stated as follows: where RTwordL~r mpos 1 and RTwordi~t~r i. ros 2 are the times needed to recall a word with a certain letter in the first and second positions, respectively. Figure 1 shows the medians of these proportions (Xs). Similar to the number of words produced, the time ratio is an invalid cue for the actual proportions and was consistently higher than 50%: The RT proportions ranged from 53% (/) to 79% (G), with an average of 63%. 3
Predictions of the Letter-Class Hypothesis
The letter-class hypothesis assumes that estimated proportions for individual letters in particular positions are inferred from the proportions in the class of consonants or vowels. In German, about 27.1% of the vowels in the first two positions in words occur in the first position (and 72.9% in the second), and 71.6% of all consonants occur in the first position (and 28.4% in the second)? Given the general overestimation of low and underestimation of high frequencies, one cannot expect that judgments match the actual proportions exactly. We wanted this hypothesis' predictions to be comparable with the predictions of the regressedfrequencies hypothesis (next section). Therefore, we assumed the same amount of regression (70%, or a factor of.7) here as in those predictions, as derived from Attneave's (1953) study. In Figure 1 , we used these "regressed" proportions to derive the predictions for the letter-class hypothesis. For instance, the prediction for the letter C, a consonant, is 56.5%. To arrive at this value, we start at 71.6%, the actual value for consonants, and subtract 70% of its deviation from the mean, that is 70% of (71.6% -50%). For the letter O, a vowel, the predicted value is 43.1%. By analogy, we start at 27.1%, the actual value for vowels, and add 70% of the deviation from the mean, that is, 70% of (50% -27.1%). The predictions of the letter-class hypothesis can therefore be stated as follows:
56.5%, if letter is a consonant EstimateLct~ in pos I = [43.1%, if letter is a vowel.
Predictions of the Regressed-Frequencies Hypothesis
The regressed-frequencies hypothesis assumes that the mind keeps track of the frequencies of individual letters in different positions. It further assumes that low frequencies are overestimated and high frequencies are underestimated. The amount of this "regression" (toward the mean of all letter frequencies) is assumed to be 70%, again following Attneave's (1953) results. The prediction of the relative frequency estimate for a particular letter can be stated as follows:
where Actual is the actual percentage of a particular letter occurring in the first position and the factor of .7 is the amount of "regression." Figure 1 displays the predictions of the regressed-frequencies hypothesis (open squares). For 2 The mean values were even higher, with an average of 62%. But because of some outlets, medians are reported. The number of words produced ranged from 0 to 7. Means for the words with a specific letter in the first position ranged from 1.48 (C) to 3.63 (E), and those for words with a specific letter in the second position ranged from 1.41 (G) to 2.71 (E). Standard deviations did not vary much across letters and positions and were on average 1.06 for words with a specific letter in the first and 0.94 for words with a specific letter in the second position.
3 The time needed to recall a word with a particular letter in the first or second position ranged from 0.45 s to 35.46 s. Means for the words with a specific letter in the first position ranged from 1.14 s (R) to 3.04 s (C), and those for words with a specific letter in the second position ranged from 1.99 (/) to 8.16 (G). Standard deviations varied considerably across letters and positions and were on average 1.05 s for words with a specific letter in the first (range from 0.29 to 2.10) and 3.22 for words with a specific letter in the second position (range from 0.81 to 7.87).
4 Note that the percentages of vowels and consonants in first position do not have to add up to 100%, as do, for instance, the percentages of vowels (as well as consonants) in first and second positions.
instance, the estimate for the letter C is predicted to be 39%, calculated as 13.5% -.7 (13.5% -50%).
Studies
We conducted three studies to test which of the hypotheses, if any, can predict human judgments. In all studies, participants were asked whether a certain letter, for instance, R, is more frequent in the first or the second position in all German words. We also asked them about the proportions of each letter occurring in the first and the second position. These two tasks are called the choice task and the estimation task, respectively.
Choice and Estimation Tasks
The basic task performed in all studies was a German adaptation of the Tversky and Kahneman (1973) task. All participants received the following written introductory information (translated from German):
In a study, the frequency of occurrence of letters in the German language was analyzed. A representative sample of fiction, trivia literature, scientific and popular literature, memoirs, newspapers, and magazines was assembled. One of the findings of the study was the frequency with which various letters of the alphabet occurred in the first and the second position in words (an umlaut counts as one letter): All words with at least two letters were included in the count.
Then participants first completed the choice task:
Which result do you think emerged for the following letter? (please check one): more frequent in the first position second position interval specified by the two versions. Take the letter C as an example: According to the availability hypotheses, the percentage of participants choosing C to be more frequent in the first position should be somewhere between 100% and 50% (availability-by-number) or 56% (availability-byspeed); the letter-class hypothesis would predict a percentage between 100% and 56.5%; and the regressed-frequencies hypothesis would predict a percentage between 0% and 39%.
Three Criteria for Goodness of Fit
Apart from visual inspection of the data, we used three criteria to decide on the goodness of fit between data and predictions, the first two for estimates and the third for choice data. The first criterion is the distance between prediction and data. We used root mean squared deviations as the distance measure. This criterion, however, does not take into account the patterns (ups and downs) predicted by the individual hypotheses. For instance, a straight line at 50% (see Figure 1 ) could result in a small squared error for the letter-class hypothesis, although it could not be taken as support for that hypothesis. The second criterion, therefore, measures whether the pattern of estimates monotonically follows the pattern of the prediction. We chose contrast analysis (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1985; Winer, 1971) as the measure for the covariation of predictions and estimates: Contrast analysis is sensitive to monotonic changes and it allows comparison of the results within and across studies in terms of effect sizes. Similar to a correlation coefficient, it is not affected by absolute values but only by relative differences between values. The third criterion, for the choice task, is the proportion of choices that falls into the intervals specified by the predictions for choice data. and later the estimation task:
Please give an estimate of the ratio of the frequency of occurrence in the first position compared to that in the second position for the following letter:
Ratio of R in the first position/second position
The predictions specified so far are those for the estimation task. What are the predictions for the choice task? These predictions can be derived from the estimation task. There are two versions corresponding to a maximizing and a matching strategy. First, if participants maximize, they should choose the first position in all cases where they estimated the proportion to be above 50% and they should choose the second position in all cases where their estimate was below 50%. Second, if participants follow a matching strategy, then the proportion of participants choosing the first position should coincide with the predictions specified for the estimates (Figure 1 ). Because we do not know which of the two strategies participants use, we will look at the 5 This clarification was added because an umlaut in German (e.g.,//) can also be written as two letters (ue).
6 Unlike the conventional use of omnibus F tests in analysis of variance, where the question is whether there exists any difference between conditions, contrast analysis addresses the question of whether there exist specific differences between conditions that can be derived from theoretical considerations. Weights for contrasts add up to 0. For the calculation of the weights, first the average of the results of the production task (for availability-by-number), the recall time task (for availability-by-speed), the average of the proportions of the respective letter classes (for the letter-class hypothesis), or the average of the actual proportions in the first position for individual letters (for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis) were calculated (see Figure 1) . Then the deviation of the proportion for a single letter from the respective average proportion was used as the weight for that letter. Note that the weights for the different contrasts are not otthogonal. Note also that the absolute size of the weights is not relevant, only the relative difference between weights is. MSconm~t (= SSconu~t, because df~ont~a is always 1) is calculated as: L21nEk e, where the k are the theoretically derived weights, n is the number of observations in each condition (the harmonic mean of the overall number of observations in the case of unequal ns), and L is the sum of all weighted (by k) condition totals (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1985) .
Study 1
Study 1 differed from Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) study in that we used both consonants and vowels, which is necessary to test the letter-class hypothesis. In contrast to their study, we also examined whether estimates differ depending on whether a letter is judged in isolation or in the context of other letters. Why should they? It could be argued that judgment by letter class is a quick, useful strategy when a single letter is judged. When two or more letters of the same class are judged, however, participants might resort to other strategies, such as that proposed by the availability hypotheses. If this were true, participants who judge one letter should give estimates according to the letter-class hypothesis but should switch to a different strategy when they subsequently learn that they have to judge more letters. For instance, when participants do not know that there are more judgments to come, their estimates for the first consonant should correspond to the class of consonants, whereas their estimates for the same consonant given last in a series should not.
Stimulus materials were four lists consisting of eight letters each--two that consisted solely of consonants and two that were "mixed" For instance, in List 1, participants began with the letter R, which is an atypical consonant (as is N) in the sense that it occurs 20% of the time in the first position, whereas on average, consonants occur 71.6% of the time in the first position. According to the letter-class hypothesis, participants should estimate that this letter occurs more frequently in the first position about 56.5% of the time. The same result should hold if the letter R occurs in the last position of the list (List 2). If, however, the letter-class hypothesis were restricted to the first judgment, then judgments about R in Lists 1 and 2 should not be equal. For instance, if the availability heuristic (availability-by-number) were activated in multiple-letter judgments, the estimate should be about 60%; if one takes the regressed actual values as predictions, the estimate should be around 41.3%. Predictions for the other letters in Lists 1--4 can be derived in the same way. In sum, Study 1 examined which of the four hypotheses predicts the data best and whether judging a letter in isolation versus in the context of other letters made a difference.
M e~o d
One hundred fourteen students of the University of Salzburg, Austria, were paid for their participation. One to eight (M = 5) participants took part in each session. There were four groups of participants, each receiving one of the four letter lists. At the beginning of the study, participants were handed a small booklet. First, they read the introductory information about the text corpus (see the Choice and Estimation Tasks section discussed earlier) and then performed the choice and estimation tasks for one letter. They were not informed that there were more judgments to come. Then they were asked to continue the tasks for the other seven letters on seven successive pages.
Results and Discussion
Study 1 attempted to replicate Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) study with a larger number of letters and aimed to examine whether judging a letter in isolation versus in the context of other letters makes a difference. A first, visual comparison of the results of Study 1 with the four hypotheses' predictions displayed in the four panels of Figure 2 (estimation tasks) and Figure 3 (choice tasks) indicates that the regressed-frequencies hypothesis fits the data best. The presentation of the results in Figures 2 and 3 follows Figure  1 . The letters are rank ordered according to their proportion in the first position from left to right. The ratios obtained in the estimation task were transformed into "percent in the first position" (Figure 2 ), and the percentages in the choice task reflect the proportion of the participants who chose "first position" for a particular letter (Figure 3) .
Did it make a difference whether letters were judged in isolation or in the context of other letters? No: The mean difference across all letters between judgments in List 1 and in List 2 was -2 . 8 percentage points, and no systematic difference between letters occurring in the initial and final positions in lists were found. A similar result was found with the mixed lists (Lists 3 and 4), where the mean difference was even smaller. Therefore, the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 are collapsed across lists.
We now turn to our three criteria for goodness of fit. One might argue that the availability hypotheses are at a disadvantage by not relying on regressed values as do the letter-class and regressed-frequencies hypotheses. We could not think of a compelling reason, nor do we know of any empirical evidence, for why the production data should be regressed. Moreover, it is not clear against which value the predictions based on production data should be regressed. Should it be the mean of a representative sample of production data or should it be 50%? Nonetheless, we decided to treat the availability predictions analogously to the other two predictions. Because compared to no regression and to regression toward the sample mean, regression toward 50% yielded the most favorable results for the availability hypotheses in all studies, all of the following analyses are based on these regressed values. Note that the availability predictions in the upper panels of Figures 2 and 3 are those from Figure 1 but now regressed toward 50%. Figure 4 (leftmost two groups of columns) shows that the root mean squared deviations are smallest for the regressedfrequencies hypothesis for both the mixed and the consonant lists. Table 1 shows the results of the contrast analysis. It also shows the effect sizes associated with the four hypotheses, expressed as Pearson r correlation coefficients (e.g., Rosenthai & Rosnow, 1991) . For each study and each of the relevant predictions, the table shows MScontrast, MSerror, dferror, and r. The larger the (positive) r, the more the data monotonically follow the predictions of the hypotheses. For both mixed and consonant lists, the regressed-frequencies hypothesis competes best. Note that not absolute but relative deviations .'ql.
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,el /- determine the results in a contrast analysis. That means that one obtains identical results for nonregressed and regressed predictions. For instance, in the case of the letter-class hypothesis, it does not make a difference whether a contrast analysis uses predictions of 71.6% versus 27.1%, or 56.5% versus 43.1% for consonants and vowels, respectively. Also the third criterion for goodness of fit, the percentage of choices consistent with the hypothesis' prediction favors the regressed-frequencies hypothesis, although it is closely followed by the letter-class hypothesis ( Figure 5 , first group of bars). 7 Thus all three criteria for goodness of fit favor the regressed-frequencies hypothesis followed by the letterclass and the availability hypotheses.
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markedly smaller for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis than for any other hypothesis (third group of bars in Figure  4) . Second, the fit as expressed by the contrast analysis is best for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis, followed at some distance by the other hypotheses (Table 1) . Finally, the choice data favor the regressed-frequencies hypothesis over the letter-class and the two availability hypotheses (Figures  3 and 5) . We conclude that the results do not favor the letter-class hypothesis even under conditions that are favorable to this hypothesis: If all letters are judged in isolation, the letter-class hypothesis does not fit the data as well as the regressed-frequencies hypothesis.
Study 2
Participants'judgments in Study 1 did not differ systematically depending on whether a letter was judged in isolation (i.e., first in a series of letters) or in the context of other letters (i.e., last in a series of letters). This manipulation was introduced to examine whether the letter-class hypothesis held under a condition that appears to favor the application of this strategy, that is, judgment in isolation. However, only the letters N, R, O, and U were placed in the first and last position of the letter lists. Such a small sample may limit the generalizability of this test. In addition, participants in Study 1 had received a booklet that might have led some of them to anticipate more letter judgments to come, and thus to discard the letter-class strategy.
To control for these two issues, we conducted Study 2. Study 2 is another test of the letter-class hypothesis under conditions more favorable to it. We examined judgments in isolation for all of the letters used in Study 1. To make sure that participants perceived their task as a judgment in isolation, all of them had to judge only one letter. Study 2 also investigated whether the result found in Study 1 that favored the regressed-frequencies hypothesis over the letterclass hypothesis and the availability hypotheses could be replicated.
Method
Three hundred ninety students from the University of Munich, Germany, participated. They received the instructions used in Study 1 and performed the choice and estimation task for one single letter only. We attempted to avoid participants' anticipations of more letters by printing the task on a single page, and by informing them that the task would take only a few moments. Every letter was judged by 30 participants who were approached individually on campus.
Results and Discussion
Visual inspection shows that none of the four consonants, C, R, N, and L, for which letter-class and regressedfrequencies hypotheses make divergent predictions was judged over 50% (Figure 2 ). This is inconsistent with the letter-class hypothesis. The general pattern of results follows that of Study 1: The three criteria for goodness of fit support this conclusion. First, the root mean squared deviations are
Study 3
The results of Study 1 and 2 provided little support for the availability explanation. As we did with the letter-class hypothesis, however, we wanted to know whether the availability explanation can be retained under conditions that should be favorable to the application of the availability heuristic. In Study 3, we tested whether the availability explanation can be retained in the special case in which production precedes estimation. The estimation task directly followed the production task. The question is: Do proportion estimates differ depending on whether or not a production task is performed first? Study 3 was identical to Study 1 except for the inclusion of a production task. If the production task had the effect of triggering a "recallestimate" strategy in the subsequent estimation task, then the goodness of fit of availability-by-number should markedly increase.
Method
Seventy-seven students at the University of Salzburg served as participants and were paid for their participation. The same materials were used as in Study 1. Participants had to produce words with the letters O, U, N, and R in the first and the second position. The production task lasted 90 s for each letter. After that, participants proceeded as in Study 1. The study was conducted in small groups of an average of 5 persons.
Results and Discussion
The results suggest that the preceding production task had a quantitative but not a qualitative effect on choices and 7 The a priori probability that choices fall into the interval predicted for choice data is not the same for the four hypotheses. With increasing average size of the predicted intervals, one would expect an increasing percentage of choice data corresponding to our predictions by chance alone. For all studies, the respective percentages are 47.2%, 46.0%, 43.3%, and 41.8% for availabilityby-number, availability-by-speed (both based on regressed values that were used in all analyses), the letter-class hypothesis, and the regressed-frequencies hypothesis. Thus, the a priori probabilities slightly favor the availability hypotheses. 
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. '* 10 a estimates; that is, estimates and number of choices for the first position were slightly larger than in previous studies but the rank ordering was unaffected. This effect is more pronounced with the choice data (Figure 3) . Figure 2 shows that despite the preceding production task, the estimated proportions in Study 3 follow the same pattern as in Studies 1 and 2. The three criteria for goodness of fit support this conclusion. First, the root mean squared deviations are smallest for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis (Figure 4 , fourth and fifth groups of bars). Second, the order relation was best predicted by the regressed-frequencies hypothesis as found in the contrast analysis (Table 1) . Third, the analysis of the choice data gives a result similar to the ones obtained in Studies 1 and 2: The regressed-frequencies hypothesis achieves the best fit, followed by the letter-class hypothesis and the availability hypotheses ( Figure 5 , third group of bars). In sunmam% the availability explanation cannot be retained even under circumstances that are favorable to the application of the availability explanation.
General Discussion
Many textbooks on cognitive psychology report a classical demonstration of availability: Judgments of relative letter frequencies are systematically biased. Research on judgments of event frequency in a wide range of environments, however, indicates that estimates often reflect the actual relative frequencies of the events with great fidelity. We were concerned with this puzzle. We proposed and tested four hypotheses of judgment of relative frequencies of letters in different positions: two versions of the availability heuristic, the letter-class hypothesis, and the regressedfrequencies hypothesis. Three studies showed consistently that people's judgments conformed best to the predictions of the regressed-frequencies hypothesis. The three criteria for goodness of fit--root mean squared deviations, the results of contrast analyses, and the analysis of the choice data--converged toward this result. This provides strong evidence against the classical availability heuristic explanation.
How Much Better Does the Regressed-Frequencies Hypothesis Do ?
In all studies, the root mean squared deviations for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis were smaller than those for the letter-class hypothesis (Figure 4) , s and the effect sizes consistently favored the former (Table 1) . Moreover, the number of choice tasks that fulfill the hypotheses' criteria was always larger for the regressed-frequencies hypothesis ( Figure 5 ). Another way of comparing the two hypotheses is to quantify their difference by comparing the respective 9 contrasts (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996, p. 256) . This s From the fit between the data and the predictions of the regressed-frequencies hypothesis (lower right portion of Figure 2 ), it appears that the 70% regression found in Attneave's (1953) study describes the current results well. On average, the exact amount of regression that would minimize the root mean squared deviations would be only slightly smaller. The optimum amount of regression would be 67% and 69% for the mixed and consonant lists in Study I, respectively, 50% in Study 2, and 71% and 66% for the mixed and consonant lists in Study 3, respectively.
9 Two contrasts can be compared by creating a new contrast out of the differences between the original contrast weights. The SSconu~st for the difference between two contrasts is calculated as nL2/~kd~, where kd~ are the new weights and L is the weighted (by kd~) sum of the means in all conditions. The k new weights are obtained by first standardizing the weights of the two original Note. Letters used for calculating the contrasts were C, O, R, E, L N, U, A, h B, S, E and G in Study 2. For the mixed lists in Studies 2 and 3, the letters O, E, L U, A, B, F,, and G were used to calculate the contrasts, and for the consonant lists of these two studies, the letters used were C, R, N, L, B, S, E and G. The F value can be calculated by dividing MSco, aa~ by MS~o~. The correlation coefficient as a measure of effect size (last column) is calculated by the formula r = [F/(F + d f~) ] tt2 (e.g., see Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) . aln the case of an all-consonants list, there is no contrast to be predicted by the letter-class hypothesis.
comparison reveals a weighted (by df) mean effect size of r = .24 (see Table 2 ), corresponding to a small to medium effect according to Cohen's (1992) classification. Because this value is based on over 1,000 df, it reliably expresses the 10 difference between the two hypotheses. Larger effect sizes were obtained when comparing the regressed-frequencies hypothesis to the availability hypotheses. The weighted (by df) mean effect sizes corresponding to the differences contrasts (by dividing them by the standard deviation of the weights as defined by crx = (~k2/k) in) and then taking the difference between the standardized weights (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996, p. 256) .
between the regressed-frequencies hypothesis and the availability-by-number and the availability-by-speed hypotheses are r = .33 and r = .27, respectively, corresponding to a medium-sized effect according to Cohen's conventions. Table 2 shows that differences of about this size were consistently obtained in all studies.
The Availability Heuristic Reconsidered Tversky and Kahneman (1973) reported that their participants' estimates of relative letter frequencies were severely biased, which they attributed to application of the availability heuristic. Using a larger set of letters, we consistently found that both estimation and choice judgments followed the predictions of the regressed-frequencies hypothesis. Thus, it seems that humans are able to estimate relative letter frequencies albeit in a regressed form after all. However, the validity of this conclusion depends on our operationalization of the alternative hypotheses in our studies, and possible limitations need to be addressed.
Vagueness of availability. We have proposed two ways to measure availability: as the number of instances retrieved within 10 s (availability-by-number) and the ease with which a word with a letter in a certain position comes to mind (availability-by-speed). The specific parameters chosen (e.g., the 10-s interval) were motivated by our observation that when people are asked to perform the choice task, it takes them very little time to respond. The concept of "availability" has not been precisely defined (Gigerenzer, 1996a) , and we cannot test and refute its every possible incarnation, but our results speak strongly against two plausible ones.
Language of participants. Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) original study was conducted in English, whereas our studies were conducted in German. We assume that the input on which letter-frequency estimates are based is visual information. Because that information is the same for both languages, there is no reason to expect that our results would turn out differently if the experiments were conducted in English. If the input format were phonological, however, then this generalization would be harder to defend because the correspondence between a written letter and its pronunciation is much looser in English than in German (e.g., Wimmer & Hummer, 1990) , and frequency counting based on English phonemes could lead to diverging estimates for written letters.
We mentioned earlier that there exists, to the best of our knowledge, only one attempt to replicate Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) original study on the first versus third position in English with a larger set of letters (White, 1985 (White, , 1991 . The results of this study can be used to evaluate the generalizability of our results--at least for the choice data--from German to English. White (1985) used Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) five consonants (K, L, N, R, and V), all more frequent in the third position, and five other l0 Even if one only trusts in results of significance tests, already the smallest effect alone (Study 3-mixed, see Table 2 ) yields a large Fvalue: F(1,259) = 6.46,p = .012. Figure 5 . Percentages of choices that fell into an interval specified by predictions derived from the four hypotheses.
consonants (F, J, G, M and Q) that are more frequent in the first position. White reported the results for individual letters for the choice task only. All five consonants that appear more often in the first position were judged to do so. Moreover, three of the five consonants that appear more often in the third position (N, R, and V) were judged to appear in that position more frequently. Judgments for the letters K, L, R, and V, which were also used by Tversky and Kahneman (1973) , showed the highest upward deviations from the actual values. White's (1985) finding suggests that a larger set of letters (such as that used in our studies) would lead to a similar result in English and German: Participants' choices roughly follow the actual proportions.
Types versus tokens.
As pointed out earlier, because the notion of the availability heuristic has been only vaguely sketched, it is consistent with several different mechanisms (Fiedler, 1983; Lopes & Oden, 1991; Schwarz et al., 1991) . Applied to the letter task, one point of vaguenesses concerns the distinction between types and tokens. Word types are represented by words in the dictionary, each of which appears only once, whereas word tokens are instances of a word type, and thus can represent repetitions of the same word. In proposing that "the availability of instances could be measured by the total number of instances retrieved or constructed in any given problem," Tversky and Kahneman (1973, p. 210) did not specify whether "instances" are types Note. New contrasts were created out of the differences between the original contrast weights (see Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996) . Results are based on the estimation task of Studies 1, 2, and 3. Letters used for calculating the contrasts were C, O, R, E, I, N, U, A, L B, S, E and G in Study 2. For the mixed lists in Studies 2 and 3, the letters O, E, l, U, A, B, F, and G were used to calculate the contrasts, and for the consonant lists of these two studies, the letters used were C, R, N, L, B, S, E and G. The F value can be calculated by dividing MScontrast by MSe~r. The correlation coefficient r as a measure of effect size is calculated by the formula r = [F/(F + dfc~or)] 1re (e.g., Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) . aIn the case of an all-consonants list, there is no contrast to be predicted by the letter-class hypothesis.
or tokens. If one measures availability in terms of number of words produced (availability-by-number), and if participants only produce types (as most of our participants did by not reiterating the same word), then comparison to a token text corpus such as Tversky and Kahnman's (1973) and ours is inappropriate. This problem does not arise in availabilityby-speed because participants only have to produce a single word. However, neither formulation of the availability hypothesis could account for people's judgments, which closely followed the rank order of the actual token frequency in the text corpus) 1
Possible explanations for discrepant conclusions. Although we cannot be sure why the present results differ from those of Tversky and Kahneman (1973) , we can think of two possible explanations. First, Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) participants might not have been able to disregard one-and two-letter words in their judgments as they were instructed to do and therefore overestimated the frequency of occurrence of letters in the first position.
The second explanation has to do with Brunswik's (1955) notion of representative sampling. If a person has experienced a representative sample of objects from a reference class, his or her mental model should be better adapted to that environment than if he or she happened to experience an unrepresentative sample. If one makes the plausible assumption that people experience a representative sample of letters and their positional frequencies (e.g., during reading), then their mental models should be adapted to a representative sample presented by the experimenter. In the letter estimation task, Tversky and Kahneman (1973) presented participants with an unrepresentative sample of letters, namely, the consonants K, L, N, R, and V. This sample is unrepresentative because each of these five consonants is more frequent in the third than the first position (see Lopes & Oden, 1991) , whereas the majority of consonants (12 of 20) are actually more frequent in the first position.
How could testing people on an unrepresentative sample of consonants produce a conclusion discrepant from ours? Tversky and Kahneman (1973) assumed that there is a "bias favoring the first position" (p. 212). Now assume that we had tested only consonants that are more frequent in the second position (in our studies, these were C, R, N, and L), that is, an unrepresentative sample like Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) . In that case, we would have reported that the frequency of those letters in the first position (see Figure 2) is overestimated, just as Tversky and Kahneman's notion of availability suggests. However, if we consider all of the consonants in Figure 2 --C, R, N, L, B, S, F, and G--then we find that the frequency of those that are more frequent in the first position is actually underestimated. This result is inconsistent with Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) conclusion that there is a bias favoring the first position. We interpreted it as a regression effect.
The issue of representative versus selected sampling is important for more than the estimation of letter frequencies. For instance, Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, and Kleinbtlting (1991) proposed that selected sampling of general-knowledge questions produces the overconfidence bias. In a meta-analysis that compares over-and underconfidence in published data with representative versus selected samples of generalknowledge questions, Juslin, Hoffrage, and Gigerenzer (1997) showed that there is a clear effect of item selection, there being less overconfidence for representative samples. Moreover, Gigerenzer, Hell, and Blank (1988) found that random sampling reduces base-rate neglect.
Feature Overlap---A Possible Explanation for Regression
What could be the mechanisms that produce the two main results, the close agreement in the rank ordering of real and estimated proportions and the regression toward 50% found in the estimates? We propose that regression in frequency judgments can be explained by feature overlap. Consider, for instance, the letters B and P, whose upper halves perfectly overlap. Feature overlap in the input may reduce discriminability of letters (and other encoded events), which in turn may lead to regression toward equal estimated frequencies. This hypothesis can be tested by means of simulation. We used two different classes of models, exemplar and neural network models (see Estes, 1991 , for a detailed discussion of these classes).
We chose MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1988) as an exemplar model and ELF as a neural network model (Sedlmeier, Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 1995) . 12 The input to both models was identical and consisted of pairs of visual patterns. Each pattern pair was represented as a vector of features. In the case of letter strings, a feature can be taken to be a pixel on a screen or on a sheet of paper that is either part of a letter (feature is present) or not (feature is absent). We let both models encode sets of pattern pairs. Within all sets, each of the five patterns used appeared with a fixed probability in the left and in the fight half of the pattern pair. The sets differed only in the amount of overlap between patterns. Both models' "estimates" 13 of relative frequencies in left position reflected the original rank ordering and strongly correlated with amount of overlap among patterns. For patterns that did u People also might use a mixed strategy, that is, use types and weigh them by their frequency of occurrence. This could affect estimates if, for instance, some high frequency words contain a particular letter in first or second position. Unfortunately, the Mannheimer corpus reports only the overall letter frequency at a certain position, and therefore the impact of differential word frequency could not be included in our predictions. However, people do not seem to use such a mixed strategy: From the 390 participants of Study 2 who were individually asked how they had arrived at their answers, not a single one indicated having weighted the estimates by the frequencies of specific words. 12 MINERVA 2 is described in several publications (e.g., Hintzman, 1984 Hintzman, , 1988 . ELF is a feed-forward network, consisting of an input and an output layer that are fully eormected. It learns with a variant of the competitive learning mechanism (e.g., Grossberg, 1976; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985) . For MINERVA 2, encoding a new pattern of features (e.g., a pair of letters) means adding the corresponding vector to an ever-growing matrix of vectors. ELF, in contrast, stores all encoded vectors in an indirect way by changing the connection weights between input and output nodes. not overlap, there was a negligible amount of regression, but for those that overlapped to a substantial degree, the degree of regression toward 50% was also substantial.
Thus, despite considerable differences in architecture and encoding processes, both the exemplar and neural network models can in principle account for the results found in the present studies, suggesting that the effect of feature overlap on letter discriminability can explain regression in frequency estimates. MINERVA 2 and ELF provide possible starting points for developing a general model of frequency processing.
Conclusion
Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) findings on letter frequency judgment have become one of the stock-in-trade examples of a "bias" in the heuristics and biases literature. The results of three studies indicate that this chapter in the heuristics and biases literature needs to be rewritten. These findings also cast doubt on the "reality of cognitive illusions" in frequency and probability judgments (see the debate between Tversky, 1996, and Gigerenzer, 1996a) . There is increasing evidence that these so-called cognitive illusions largely disappear if participants are given frequency information and asked for frequency judgments instead of probability judgments. For example, Gigerenzer (1994; Gigerenzer et al., 1991) showed that the "overconfidence bias" disappears when participants estimate the number of correct answers instead of the probability that a particular answer is correct (see also May, 1987; Sniezek & Buckley, 1993) . Fiedler (1988) and Hertwig and Gigerenzer (1997; Hertwig, 1995) showed that the "conjunction fallacy" in the Linda problem and similar conjunction problems largely disappears (from about 80%-90% to 0%-20% of participants violating the conjunction rule) when the task requires estimation of frequencies instead of single-event probabilities (see also Reeves & Lockhart, 1993; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) . Bayesian reasoning improves in lay people (Cosmides & Tooby, 1996; Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995) and experts (Gigerenzer, 1996b; Hoffrage & Gigerenzer, 1996) when Bayesian-type problems are presented in a frequency format rather than in a single-event probability format. Frequency formats have also proven very helpful in training people in conjoint and conditional probability judgment and Bayesian inference (Sedlmeier, 1997a (Sedlmeier, , 1997b Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1996) . These findings are consistent with the idea that minds are tuned to reason about frequencies and stand in sharp contrast to the claim that people are systematically biased in judging frequencies as a result of their reliance on the availability heuristic. Of course, these results should not be interpreted to mean that frequency judgments are always accurate. To the extent that we succeed in modeling the mechanisms underlying frequency judgments, we will be able to predict when frequency judgments are not accurate as well as when they are (e.g., Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Gigerenzer et al., 1991) .
More generally, there exists a time-honored philosophical position according to which the mind unconsciously tallies event frequencies (Gigerenzer et al., 1989) . Hume (1739 Hume ( / 1975 , for instance, insisted that psychological mechanisms that monitor frequencies are extremely finely tuned: "When the chances of experiments on one side amount to ten thousand, and on the other to ten thousand and one, the judgment gives the preference to the latter, upon account of that superiority" (p. 141). Our results do not substantiate Hume's strong claim, but they do support the claim of recent research on frequency processing that estimates of the relative frequencies of many kinds of events reflect their actual frequencies with great fidelity. Computational models such as MINERVA 2 and ELF might prove useful in building a precise model of how the mind achieves such accuracy in frequency judgments.
13 When encoding was finished for one specific set of patterns, both models were given a prompt consisting of a pattern in either first or second position of the pair. The response of a model on a pattern in the first position was divided by the sum of the responses elicited by that pattern in both positions and so yielded an "estimate" of relative frequency. In the case of MINERVA 2, the response reflects some kind of match (called "echo intensity"-- Hintzman, 1988) between the probe and all the vectors stored in the matrix, and in the case of ELF, the response consists of the sum of activations over all output units.
